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Massive fat loss, powerful strength gains, annihilated sugar cravings, hugely improved brain
health... that's a carnivore diet PLUS intermittent fasting!Boost your confidence with this
effective combination, because it puts rocket-fuel behind your efforts of getting into the best
shape and experiencing high-performance!Imagine being able to take advantage of intermittent
fasting’s health benefits without hunger. That's what happens when you eat a carnivore diet
while intermittent fasting. You'll think about food less. You'll save massive amounts of time. And,
you'll experience complete satisfaction because you won't be hungry all day!It’s life-changing!
This book quickly gets you started! Discover the Carnivore Diet Intermittent Fasting plan
today. You’ll be blown away by how easy it is to accelerate your health goals and experience
true high-performance.Get Carnivore Diet Intermittent Fasting NOW!



Carnivore Diet Intermittent FastingIncrease Your Focus, Performance, Weight Loss, and
Longevity Combining Two Powerful Methods for Optimal HealthK. SuzanneAbout the
AuthorKristen Suzanne is an author traveling the world with her family on a multi-year odyssey
to experience other cultures and stay fit while she stuffs her face with their food. (For now, meat
anyway.)See Kristen’s blog at:Twitter:Instagram:Copyright © 2018 Kristen Suzanne
HelmstetterAll rights reserved. No part of this book shall be reproduced, stored in a retrieval
system, or transmitted by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or
otherwise, without written permission from the publisher. Although every precaution has been
taken in the preparation of this book, the publisher and author assume no responsibility for
errors or omissions. Nor is any liability assumed for damages resulting from the use of the
information contained herein.For information on excerpting, reprinting or licensing portions of
this book, please write to info@greenbutterflypress.com.ContentsOther Books by K.
SuzanneIntroduction1.What Is the Carnivore Diet?2.What Is Intermittent Fasting?3.The
Benefits of Intermittent Fasting4.How to Intermittent Fast on a Carnivore Diet5.Intermittent
Fasting Hacks6.ConclusionFree PDFOther Books by K. Suzanne5 Minutes a Day to Start
Living Your Magical Life (under the name Kristen Helmstetter)K. SUZANNE’S ROMANCE
NOVELSUnder the pen name, Brisa StarrFake It (September 2020)IntroductionFor a free,
printable .PDF of fasting schedules and tips from this book, email me
at:kristen@HappySexyMillionaire.mePlato said he fasted for greater physical and mental
efficiency. Benjamin Franklin said that in order to lengthen your life, you should lessen your
meals and that the best of all medicines is resting and fasting. The Buddha said “I do not eat in
the evening and so I am free from illness.”As you can see, many of the best brains in the world
and throughout history share this theme that fasting is good for health. Optimal even.Great,
right? That all sounds good and I’m intrigued. The challenge for me with fasting is that I like to
eat. And I don’t enjoy feeling hungry. But guess what? I learned how to fast and not hate it at
the same time. I discovered that I was actually fasting, kind of without even realizing it, and that
it was easy to do. I was already naturally fasting from dinner to breakfast. We all do. So, for a
little bit each day, our body is in a fasted state, unless you’re a midnight snacker. When I
realized I was already fasting each day a little, and I learned about intermittent fasting, I
explored how to take advantage of my already fasted state. It turned out to be easier than
ever... with the carnivore diet.I had tried various fasts in the past. When I was vegan, I tried
many juice fasts where I consumed nothing but fruit and vegetable juices for food – and I was
miserable. Each time I tried it, I knew I was ready to stop fasting when I caught myself
fantasizing about juicing a Chipotle veggie burrito. And there was the time I created a small
community to juice-fast with a support group: my husband and mom. But by day three, I
convinced my husband in the middle of the night to sneak out and get pancakes at Village Inn
while my mom was sleeping (we had been visiting her for the week). So my history with fasting
isn’t a proud one.But then I discovered intermittent fasting. This refers to fasting for only part of
every day, that is, restricting food intake to a specific range of hours. For example, only eating
from 10am to 6pm, and fasting from 6pm to 10am. This turned out to be not nearly as painful.
Not always a picnic, but not bad.But then, later on, after I had begun to experiment with eating
a 100% carnivore diet (only meat, eggs, and sometimes dairy), I noticed that I was naturally
gravitating to an intermittent fasting-like daily rhythm, because I simply wasn’t hungry all the
time.“Hmm,” I thought, “intermittent fasting plus carnivore diet?” Holy moly, I was on to
something. This was actually VERY easy. That’s right, yep, an easy fast! Turned out that I was



already fasting for an extended period each day while I was eating a carnivore diet because,
after eating my dinner at night, I didn’t even want to think about food for at least 12 hours - I
was full and satisfied. My problem with fasting in the past, even juice fasting where you’re still
getting calories, or intermittent fasting on whatever diet I was on that wasn’t carnivore... fasting
sucked. I wanted dessert. I wanted snacks. I endured it out of sheer willpower, but I sure as hell
didn’t enjoy it. But when I mixed intermittent fasting with eating carnivore, everything
changed.Intermittent fasting is a really clever way to approach weight loss. Lose weight eating
the exact same calories, just at a different time of day? Hell yeah, sign me up! (More about this
later.) But it’s not perfect, as it can still take some willpower and encouragement to get through
16 hours without eating. However, compared to adding hours of exercise to your week or
restricting calories for fat loss, intermittent fasting is a much more fun way to approach weight
loss. Maybe “fun” is the wrong choice of word but you get my meaning. The carnivore diet,
however, is easy for many people to lose weight on because they enjoy the food and they’re
not obsessed with restricting calories. But some people want accelerated weight loss… and
there is a way to do it: Carnivore Diet Intermittent Fasting.But there are a lot more benefits to
intermittent fasting than just weight loss, which we’ll discuss later in this book. And now that
there is an easy way to do it, combining intermittent fasting with a carnivore diet, it’s a no-
brainer. Yeah, I said it... fasting is easy when you do it this way, and that’s what this book is
about. How can fasting ever be easy? I’ll cut to the chase: Eating a carnivore diet makes you
full and satisfied so you can easily go many hours between meals. The end.Just kidding, that’s
not the end, but it could be, because that’s pretty much the gist of it. The details are interesting
and useful though. So, in the rest of this book, we’ll explore more specifically what exactly it
means to do intermittent fasting. Then we’ll get into the benefits of intermittent fasting because
that will get you super excited to start. After that, I’ll tell you how to do it. That’s what this book
is about.Here’s what this book is not about. It’s not going to tell you all about the carnivore diet,
except for a basic primer in the next section. I’m not here to talk about the virtues of the
carnivore diet or tell you that you should do it. This book is how I’m eating a carnivore diet and
finally intermittent fasting on a regular basis - naturally and easily. I say “finally” because eating
the carnivore diet actually transitioned me naturally into intermittent fasting, which I find cool
and fascinating because it was easy. (There’s that word again, “easy.”) Before I started
deliberately intermittent fasting on my carnivore diet, the length of time between eating and
getting hungry was already impressive. With all the science suggesting potential benefits of
intermittent fasting, I became curious and was encouraged to stretch those intervals between
meals even more. Suddenly, it all came together: Carnivore Diet Intermittent Fasting. Voila!If
you want to learn all about how and why I eat a primarily carnivore diet, then you need to get
my book, , where I cover all of that in great detail. I say “primarily” because, while most days
I’m eating this way, I’m not dogmatic. I simply feel and look the best when I eat this way and so
I keep at it when possible. My carbohydrate cravings have disappeared and I only want meat.
However, there are some days, like travel days (my family “sold it all to travel the world”), where
eating a carnivore diet for each meal simply isn’t practical.Disclaimer – Read This, It’s
ImportantI’m not a doctor, nurse, pharmacist, nutritionist, or scientist. (I’m also not a midwife,
financial advisor, spiritual guru, or astronaut.) This book is not intended to give medical advice.
This book is not intended to tell you how you should eat or what you should do. The information
in this book is strictly to share my experiences from going on a carnivore diet and the
anecdotal data I’ve collected in researching it for myself along with combining it with
intermittent fasting. You should always seek the guidance of a doctor, preferably one
knowledgeable about various diets and natural living, before making any major lifestyle



changes like diet and fitness. And you should never stop asking questions.I’m also not
suggesting that everyone subscribe to a strict, meat-only diet. I do not think there is enough
evidence to support that yet. Until a lot more (and better) studies are done, it’s up to you to
figure out what makes you feel best. Perhaps you’ll thrive on a strict, meat-only diet, or perhaps
you’re wired to function best with only a “meat-heavy” diet, or not even that.As for intermittent
fasting - it’s not recommended for everyone. Check with your doctor, especially if any of the
following conditions apply to you: You are taking medications, you are underweight, you have a
history of eating disorders, you are a woman trying to conceive, you are a woman with a
history of amenorrhea, or you are pregnant or breastfeeding. I also do not recommend anyone
under the age of 18 fasting. In other words, kids should not fast. This book is intended for
adults only.All that said, intermittent fasting has a great safety profile. There is nothing
dangerous about not eating for a while if you’re healthy and well-nourished overall, while at the
same time feasting on healthy foods when not fasting. We all intermittent fast a little every day
while we sleep. We’re simply extending this period a bit to experience impressive health
benefits.
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V. Olson, “Clear, well-informed, practical guidance. K. Suzanne has written several books
helpful to carnivore dieters. Her most recent is ‘Carnivore Diet Intermittent Fasting’. I own two
of her other carnivore-diet related books, Carnivore Diet Handbook, and Carnivore Diet Holiday
Handbook. All are thoughtful, helpful, well researched, organized, and packed with
facts.Carnivore Diet Intermittent Fasting is brief but to the point. Kristen’s information is current,
her instructions are clear and concise. She gives you options on scheduling your intermittent
fast, as well as how to formulate when and what to eat while you are in your eating phase.
Kristen also provides a free PDF to those who purchase this book with 6-7-8 hour eating
windows/fasting schedules and a very handy ‘reminders list’ to support you through your
efforts.Kirsten makes it easy, and her smart suggestions are informed by her experience. This
book is like having your own carnivore fasting coach. I recommend it if you’re a newbie who
wants to learn about intermittent fasting, or if you’ve tried IF and stopped, but want to get into it
again. Try her helpful tips! Thanks to Kristen, I’m starting IF tomorrow morning.
Recommended!”

Tom Clayton, MD, “Clear writing style. I like the way she writes. It is very clear without a bunch
of confusing details. Most people want to know WHAT to do to optimize their health, and this
book achieves that without spending a lot of time on complicated mechanisms.”

virginia ward, “Great Book. Title says carnivore diet intermittent fasting which implies you will
learn how to do both. The author tells a little on carnivore and then suggest you by another
book they wrote on the carnivore diet. That the book is mostly about intermittent fasting. So far
it is still a good read.”

Lance LaFata, “A diet I can live with!. I love meat! I found out I was already fasting part time.
Just eliminating eating between meals, I was able to lose 45 lbs. Now I am eating the carnivore
diet 8 hours a day and fasting 16 hours. I am rarely hungry and continue to lose weight. Next I
will add exercise and both build muscle mass and lose body fat. The only thing missing in
these books are more photos of the author and her husband.”

Stephanie, “Great advice <þ�. I enjoyed the simplicity and straight forward advice of this book. Very
good read and great advice. I have been a carnivore for over two years and do intermittent
fasting, I’ve never felt better.”

Momaagainx2, “This is how you do it. Very good information on combining carnivore and



fasting. Not pushing any certain way it has to be done. Eat until full then go as long as you're
comfortable.”

Hal E. Shutter, “A Little Gem !!. Kristen ties together Carnivore and Intermittent Fasting - A
powerful combo.. Blends in nicely with her other books. Highly Recommend !!”

Lauren, “Quick yet very informative info!. Really found this book helpful as I navigate the world
of a carnivore diet.  Simple to understand.  Not super long.  Highly recommend!!”

Guide22, “For me it’s a written book with some very good hacks starting fasting. Good job Ø=ÜM. I
like the way the author writes. So after reading her other books, I decided to buy this one as
well. I’ve not gotten started regular fasting, but I think I will manage with her advice. Great
recipes at the end of the book.”

MR C EMMANOUIL, “Not a vegan. Great book on why the vegan propaganda is a load of
garbage and why it’s important to eat meat while this is for hardcore carnivores it’s a great
starting point explaining what to do along with tips and tricks!”

The book by K. Suzanne has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 118 people have provided feedback.
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